This paper outlines a new method of a location service (LCS) in the asynchronous wireless networks (AWNs) where the nodes (base stations) operate asynchronously in relation to one another. This method, called asynchronous time difference of arrival (ATDOA), enables the calculation of the position of the mobile object (MO) through the measurements taken by a set of non-synchronized fixed nodes and is based on the measurement of the virtual distance difference between the reference nodes and the several MO positions (more than two), as well as on the solution of a nonlinear system of equations. The novelty of the proposed solution is using the measurements taken by at least five ground sensors without time synchronization between them to estimate the position of the tracked MO transmitting four or more sounding signals in random time.
Introduction
Radio positioning can be defined as a method of determining the coordinates of a radio device (object) using the properties of radio waves. Various methods have been developed over the years, including the measurements of angle of arrival (AOA), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), and received signal strength (RSS).
The architecture of positioning systems is based on fixed nodes (base stations) and mobile objects (mobile terminals), the location of which is required [1] . In a wireless network, it is often interesting to determine the position of an object by its emission. In that case, the wireless network carries out the measurements and makes position calculations (network-based positioning) [2] . A critical aspect of a network-based positioning system is precise synchronization of the fixed nodes between one another. Synchronization systems in wireless networks are rather expensive and complicated in their architectures. Moreover, bad synchronization leads to significant errors in the positioning of objects. Therefore, the paper presents a comparison of two methods: a synchronous TDOA and an asynchronous one, where the nodes operate asynchronously in relation to one another.
The proposed asynchronous method [3] , which was called asynchronous time difference of arrival (ATDOA), is based on the measurement of the time difference of arrival between the mobile object (MO) and the same set of fixed nodes at different times and on the solution of a nonlinear system of equations.
Several research groups have been working to develop asynchronous localization systems. In [4] , the location system consists of distributed and autonomous sensors at some fixed and known position. The position of the object which emits some designed and known signal was estimated in that system. Sensors process the received signal (pulses) independently and send the observation results to a master station to estimate the position of that object. The master station knows the expected interval between the successive pulses and considers only pairs of pulses received from each sensor. Vaghefi [5] described asynchronous wireless source localization using TOA measurements where the source transmit time is unknown. The TOA measurements have a positive bias due to the synchronization error which could lead to a large localization error. This work presents asynchronous TOA-based source localization using a semidefinite programming (SDP) technique. The SDP is a form of convex optimization which, unlike the nonconvex maximum likelihood estimator, does not have convergence problems [6, 7] . We can find another approach in [8] . The asynchronous TDOA used time difference of arrival from a set of base stations and the interval of radar scanning between the master station and slave stations to determine the location of the target. In that system, one master station and three slave stations constituted a passive surveillance system. In turn, [9] described several referencefree localization estimators based on the TOA measurements for a scenario where the anchor nodes are synchronized and the clock of the target node runs freely. The systems described in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] are a different group of solutions. All these systems rely on a two-way transmission and/or require additional reference (special) node. The ATDOA proposed in this article is a totally passive method, i.e., the transmission takes place only in one direction from the MO to fixed nodes, and all fixed nodes in the wireless network are identical.
The novelty of the paper is that the process of the asynchronous location of a moving object is based on measuring the virtual distance difference between the reference nodes and the several MO positions using four or more sounding signals transmitted by the MO in random time.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the ATDOA method, and the next two sections present an algorithm for calculating the position of the mobile object and the simulation results respectively. Section 5 outlines the application of the ATDOA method for the WAM system together with a comparison between the synchronous and asynchronous method. Section 6 derives the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for this problem as a benchmark, while Section 7 presents the preliminary measurement results of aircraft position estimation obtained by using the proposed ATDOA method. Finally, the last section concludes the paper.
Description of the proposed ATDOA method
Let us assume that N fixed nodes acting as ATDOA sensors are deployed in a wireless network, in a three-dimensional space, (Fig. 1) . In general, moving objects work to the rhythm of their own clocks; therefore, it can be assumed that the moments of sending location signals from many MOs are not correlated with each other. Moreover, all objects transmit location signals with a different repetition time. The system can track multiple objects if the fixed nodes can separate the signals transmitted by each object. For simplicity, this paper focuses on a single signal source (object). The mobile object (terminal) transmits radio impulses with the unknown repetition time (Δt k ), which may be even randomly variable. In the examined case, the wireless network works in an asynchronous mannerthe measurement nodes are not synchronized with one another. All nodes in the network take measurements in the rhythm of their own clocks. Each node measures the so-called virtual distance difference D i,k between M observation times (in the case of five fixed nodes at least M = 4 measurements taken by each node are required for the 3D positioning)
where v is the signal propagation speed and d i,k represents the distance difference of arrival between itself and the mobile object at the observation time k and k + 1 (hence, the name of the proposed method-asynchronous time difference of arrival, i.e., ATDOA [3] ) and can be described as follows:
where t i,k and t i,k + 1 denote the times of the signal propagation from the mobile object (MO) to the nodes S i at the observation time k and k + 1, (X i , Y i , Z i ) represent the coordinates of the sensors, (x k , y k , z k ) and (x k + 1 , y k + 1 , z k + 1 ) are the coordinates of the MO at the observation time k and k + 1 respectively. At this point, it is worth stressing that d i,k physically represents the distance difference of arrival between the ith sensor and the MO at the observation time k and k + 1 (see Fig. 1 for comparison with the TDOA method), and variable D i,k is the virtual distance difference, because in addition to d i,k , the sensor S i will measure the virtual distance that the radio wave will travel during the time of the MO movement from position
These results can be used to calculate the geographical position of the mobile object. The illustration of timing for the considered case is shown in Fig. 2 . However, we must assume that we know:
The coordinates of fixed nodes S i , The virtual distance differences between S i and the MO (D i,k ) at the observation time k and k + 1 which are measured by the fixed nodes, whereas the unknowns are:
The coordinates of the tracked object MO (x l , y l , z l ) at the observation time l = 1, …, M, The repetition time of the radio impulses which are transmitted by the mobile object (Δt k ).
Each node in Fig. 1 transmits the results of the measurements of the time differences Δt i,k to the computing unit (CU). The transmission between the nodes and the CU which can be based on the wired or wireless link is asynchronous. The computing unit does not make any measurements but uses the results of the measurements taken by the ground sensors; therefore, the data transmission delay between the ground nodes and CU is negligible. The CU can estimate the positions of the mobile object at the observation time l, because the results of the measurements received from the fixed nodes have an MO identifier and are numbered.
In summary, the proposed method leads to establishing the coordinates of the mobile object (x l , y l , z l ) and indirectly the repetition times (Δt k ). In order to achieve so, assuming that N = 5 and M = 4, one must solve a system of Eq. (1) with 15 unknowns (12 coordinates of the MO in a three-dimensional space in 4 consequent measurements and 3 repetition times). Of course, in a two-dimensional space (N = 4 and M = 3), four nodes and three observation times are enough and (1) has only eight unknowns. The final part of this section emphasizes the difference between the proposed method and the solution described in [3] . The method presented in [3] requires more measurement nodes than the solution proposed in this paper. The process of asynchronous location of a moving object in the method [3] is based on measuring the virtual distance difference between the reference nodes and the MO in only two distinct positions. In the method proposed herein, these measurements are taken between the reference nodes and several positions of the MO (more than two). By using the measurements obtained from several positions of the MO, we can reduce the minimum number of the required fixed stations in the 3D case to five. Furthermore, in the proposed method, the pulse repetition time may be variable and even unknown, which means that the Δt 1 does not have to be equal to Δt 2 , the Δt 2 does not have to be equal to Δt 3 , etc.
3 Calculating the position of the mobile object Solving the above-mentioned nonlinear equations is difficult. Classical methods, such as those proposed in [16] , do not lead to a correct solution. This paper describes two methods of obtaining a solution of the nonlinear system of equations: an iterative algorithm based on the Taylor series least-squares (TS-LS) and a genetic algorithm (GA).
Taylor series least-squares algorithm for calculating the position of the MO
Linearizing (1) by the Taylor series expansion and then solving it iteratively is one possible way to obtain the estimates of the MO coordinates [17, 18] . The components of the n-dimensional vector x to be estimated are the position coordinates and the repetition times (indirect Δd k ) in two dimensions (n = 8) or three dimensions (n = 15). Therefore, a set of
In the absence of random measurement errors, d p is equal to a known function of the coordinates and the repetition time in x, which may be denoted as f p (x). In the presence of additive errors, denoted as q p
these N·(M − 1) independent Eq. (3) can be written as a single equation for the
The measurement error q is assumed to be a multivariate random vector with the N·(M − 1) × N·(M − 1) positive-definite covariance matrix.
where E[] denotes the expected value. The f(x) is a nonlinear vector function. To determine a reasonably simple estimator, f(x) can be linearized by expanding it in a Taylor series about a reference point specified by the vector x 0 and considering only the first two terms:
where x and x 0 are n × 1 column vectors, and G is the N·(M − 1) × n matrix of derivatives evaluated at x 0 . In our case, for n = 15, the solution algorithm starts with an initial position guess x 0 and computes positioning deviations
where [19] Δx ¼ 
G ¼ D i,k represents the measured values of the virtual distance differences of arrival between each node and the mobile object during the collection time. The values r i,k and r i,k + 1 are computed from (2) with x = x 0 . In the next iteration, x is then set to x 0 − Δx. The whole process is repeated again until Δx is sufficiently small.
Genetic algorithm for calculating the position of the MO
Genetic algorithms are adaptive heuristic search algorithms based on the mechanics of a natural selection and genetics. The concept of GAs is designed to simulate processes in nature that are necessary for evolution. They loosely reflect the phenomena related to chromosomes, genes, and the evolutionary passing of a genetic material from one generation to another. The GAs do not always converge to the true minimum in a search problem. The strength of GAs is that they mostly converge rapidly to a near-optimal solution [3, 20] . The proposed genetic algorithm, which has been implemented, is as follows:
The results of numerical calculations are presented next. These calculations were carried out in order to estimate the effectiveness of solving nonlinear equations using the above methods for the asynchronous network.
Asynchronous multilateration system for aircraft position tracking
The proposed asynchronous method of position estimation using free-running sensors may be useful to create instances of ubiquitous positioning technology [21] . It can be applied physically to find the coordinates of mobile nodes in radio and non-radio applications. This chapter shows an example application of the ATDOA method in a three-dimensional test environment.
Currently, there are many systems available for aircraft navigation and position estimation. One of them is a wide area multilateration (WAM) system. The WAM is a technology for determining the position of an emitter (e.g., an aircraft transponder) by measuring the time difference of arrival of a signal between several known observation points [22] . In general, the majority of the WAM systems in the world utilize signals from the onboard transponders of the secondary surveillance radar (SSR) system. The SSR consists of a ground component (radar) and an airborne component (transponder) on board in an aircraft. The radar emits a signal (at 1030 MHz) which triggers a response from the airborne transponder (at 1090 MHz). A critical aspect of a working WAM system is precise synchronization of the ground stations with each other [22] . The asynchronous system presented in [23] would require the cooperation of the SSR radar to trigger emission from onboard transponders in a defined interval. The ATDOA method proposed in this paper is completely passive. It is based on the reception of broadcast signals from an airborne transponder. The time between transmissions of signals from the aircraft should be assumed as unknown and variable (irregular). Therefore, various sources of radio signals from onboard transmitters may be used for position estimation using the asynchronous multilateration system (MLAT), such as SSR, an automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B), or even distance measuring equipment (DME) pulses.
The experiments were carried out by using the simulation model shown in Fig. 3 . To get results corresponding to the actual conditions, the choice of the coordinates of the nodes was based upon the real sites selected as candidates for the WAM system designed as a backup to the secondary radar in the terminal maneuvering area (TMA) of Gdansk airport (EPGD) in northern Poland. During all simulations, the positions of the tracked aircraft were generated randomly with a uniform distribution of the longitude in the range between 16°and 22.1°E, the latitude between 53.1°and 54.9°N, and the altitude above WGS84 geoid between 3000 and 15,000 m. In spatially incoherent noise fields of the identical receiver noise power spectra, the covariance matrix Q in (7) can be simplified to [24] . 
The asynchronous wireless network simulator in the MATLAB environment has been developed to verify the solution. To obtain reality-reflecting results, all simulations included time measurement errors that were modeled by using a random variable with Gaussian distribution generated using MATLAB function randn:
As it is already known, four sets of object coordinates are obtained as a result of the calculation made by using the proposed ATDOA method. Therefore, comparing the proposed method with other methods focuses on the estimation of the MO position only on the basis of the last set of coordinates, i.e., for l = M. In the WAM system, the asynchronous ATDOA method was compared with the synchronous TDOA method. Both a genetic algorithm (GA) and an iterative algorithm (IA) were used to estimate the position of the mobile object in the TDOA method. The GA algorithm is based on the algorithm described in Section 3.2, while the IA is based on the Taylor series expansion and iterative calculations [17] . In our case x = x l , y = y l , and z = z l , the TDOA solution algorithm starts with an initial position guess s 0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) and computes positioning deviations 
The values r i (for i = 1, 2, …, N) defined in [17] are computed with s = s 0 , and r t_1 (for t = 2, 3, …, N) represent the measured distance differences between the reference sensor and the adjacent sensors. In the next iteration, s is then set to s 0 + Δx. The whole process is repeated again until Δx is sufficiently small. As in the previous method, the errors in distance differences (r t_1 ) were taken into account by using the Gaussian model:
The simulation results for the WAM system are presented in the next section.
Simulation results
The analysis of the termination threshold of the TS-LS algorithm was performed before the simulation investigations. That is why, numerical calculations of the error resulting from rejecting high order components of the Taylor series in this algorithm were carried out. Bearing in mind (6), the full expansion of the f(x) function into the Taylor series can be written in the following form
where Δx = x − x 0 and x 0 represents the actual coordinates of the object, and δ T is the remainder (error) from the expansion into the Taylor series. After simple transformations, this error can be described as
The above expression and the model from Fig. 3 were used for numerical calculations of the mean value from the norm of δ T vector as a function of the absolute value Δx for 10,000 attempts. The flight speed of the aircraft was 250 m/s. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 4 . From this graph, it is possible to unambiguously deduce the threshold for the stop condition of an algorithm, which is limited by the maximum permissible error of developing the positional function f(x) in the Taylor series. For example, this threshold should be no higher than 0.0013 for the expected accuracy of the location estimation of the object equal to ± 5 m. However, setting the threshold value considerably lower than presented above may increase the number of iterations without any significant improvement in the accuracy of the position estimation. During the simulation process, we calculate the mean errors (ME) [25] -separately for the x, y, and z, mean square errors (MSE)-resultant and separately for the x, y, and z, and root mean square errors (RMSE)-resultant and separately for the x, y, and z on the basis of the average of 10,000 independent runs ( Table 1 ). The parameters of the genetic algorithm were as follows: W = 1024, thold = 0.1 μs, and n_iter = 5000. As before, it is also assumed that the plane was moving at a speed of 250 m/s (900 km/h). The time between transmissions of the signals from the aircraft transponder was modeled as a random variable with a uniform distribution in the range from 0.25 to 2 s, while the initialization vector in the iterative and the genetic algorithm was selected randomly in the expected solution space. The accuracy of the position estimation depends on the parameter ε (ε TDOA = ε ATDOA = ε) which represents the precision of the measured distance differences, and partially on the position of mobile node in the simulated area. The impact of the last factor was reduced by averaging the results obtained by using different, randomly chosen coordinates of the aircraft during the simulation. The genetic algorithm outperformed the iterative Taylor series based one in both TOA and TDOA simulations. For ε = 100 m, the iterative algorithm for ATDOA method did not find solutions at all. The above leads to the conclusion that the algorithm is sensitive to measurement errors. Moreover, simulation tests confirmed the possibility that the position of the object cannot be calculated, as the proposed iterative algorithm might not return a value in two cases:
-The result of the computation is a complex number, -The result does not lie in the area of interest.
In turn, the genetic algorithm always leads to a solution, even if it is not correct (e.g., due to convergence to some local minima of ||f(x 0 )|| instead of a global one). The research results of the test conducted in the three-dimensional simulation environment presented here prove that the proposed method is an effective alternative to synchronous solutions.
The cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) of absolute position errors Δr, expressed in the following equations, was obtained in the next stage of the simulation studies
where x l , y l , and z l represent the real coordinates of the mobile object, andx l ,ŷ l , andẑ l denote the estimated coordinates of the mobile object. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 summarizes the efficiency of the iterative algorithms, while Fig. 6 the efficiency of the genetic algorithms. Of course, the accuracy of object positioning depends on the method and the algorithm used to solve the nonlinear equations. Fundamentally, the synchronous method gives better results. However, the performance of the proposed asynchronous position estimation method may be sufficient for many applications. In some cases, the ATDOA method has even better results than the TDOA one. For example, the aircraft is located within 150 m in about 50% of the time when the TDOA method is applied (the iterative algorithm and ε = 10 m) and in 41% of the time while using the ATDOA method also for the TS-LS. On the other hand, the airplane is located within 100 m in 45% of the time while applying the TDOA method (genetic algorithm and ε = 10 m) and in 96% of the time through the ATDOA method also for GA and for ε = 10 m. It turns out that the genetic algorithms for solving the nonlinear system of equations are more efficient in comparison with the iterative, especially for large values of measurement errors and a limited number of iterations.
The accepted values of position estimation errors for WAM systems are not frequently discussed in the literature. However, in [26, 27] , the accuracy of 0.1 NM Fig. 4 The mean value from the norm of δ T vector as a function of the absolute value Δx Table 1 Comparison of ME, MSE, and RMSE errors in the case under consideration. The ε represents the ε ATDOA or ε TDOA in the adopted simulation model TDOA  ATDOA  TDOA  ATDOA  TDOA   IA  GA  IA  GA  IA  GA  IA  GA  IA  GA  IA is mentioned as satisfactory for the aircraft surveillance systems with 3 and 5 NM separation between planes, so one can assume that the values of the position estimation error reaching the size of the aircraft (tens of meters) is acceptable in most applications. Hence, the comments about the obtained results are related to this assumption.
At the end of this section, it is also worth considering the convergence of the algorithms used to solve the system of the nonlinear equations. In Fig. 7 , we plot the changes in the norm of the navigation equation ||f(x 0 )||. As it was to be expected, the convergence of the algorithms depends on the error of measuring the virtual distance difference. For small values of ε, the curves in Fig. 7 quickly decrease to 0 for TS-LS. To reach a given convergence threshold, we need from a few to a dozen iteration numbers. In turn, for large values of ε, the TS-LS the algorithm shows large fluctuations in the value of the norm function depending on the number of iterations. Due to these large variations, this algorithm may not find practical applications for relatively large ε values. These disadvantages do not occur in a genetic algorithm, but its convergence is much slower than the TS-LS. The decrease in the value of the norm function for GA is similar to the TS-LS. However, after a certain number of iterations, the norm value stabilizes at a constant level (convergence threshold), and further repetitions of the genetic algorithm do not cause significant changes in the norm value. For obvious reasons, the higher the error values of the ε, the greater the convergence threshold.
To sum up, the proposed method gives quite good results and significantly simplifies the localization process in the multilateration system. In addition, the ATDOA method does not need the round trip time (RTT) measurement, as compared with the solution in [23, 28] . Moreover, the proposed method can be applied to track unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [29] , commonly known as drones. Tracked drones should only transmit control signals which, to hide their identities, do not have to be repeated at a constant frequency or contain any repetitive identifier. On the other hand, the development of the asynchronous method is not meant to compete with the synchronous one but to ensure the continuity of the location service (LCS) services in the WAM system. Therefore, the new method should Fig. 5 The CDFs of the absolute position error for the proposed ATDOA method compared with the TDOA method using iterative algorithms TS-LS and IA respectively Fig. 6 The CDFs of the absolute position error for the proposed ATDOA method compared with the TDOA method using genetic algorithms be treated as a backup solution which allows access to the LCS service during a failure of the synchronous system.
Cramér-Rao lower bound
It is well known that the variance of an unbiased estimator θ is bounded below by the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB). The CRLB for a scalar parameter is given by [30] .
where the derivative is evaluated at the true value of θ, and the expectation is taken with respect to a probability density function p(x; θ). The vector parameter CRLB will allow us to place a bound on the variance of each element. The variance of any unbiased estimatorθ must satisfy
where I(θ) is the Fisher information matrix which is given as
For the Gaussian error distribution case, this matrix can be expressed as [4] .
where G(θ) is the Jacobian matrix described by (9) , and the matrix Q is represented by (11).
Using the above expressions, we calculate the CRLB of the position estimate in the x, y, and z coordinates for both synchronous TDOA and asynchronous ATDOA systems, as a function of the aircraft speed. It was assumed in the calculations that the location of the object established by using the ATDOA method is determined by the coordinates (x 10 , x 11 , x 12 ), i.e., the MO coordinates (x, y, z) at the moment of observation for M = 4. The obtained results were collected for 10,000 random positions of the object in the studied area and are shown in Fig. 8 . The analysis of the results obtained by applying the ATDOA method shows that for the speed of the aircraft reaching 250 m/s (a typical flight speed of commercial planes), the root mean square (RMS) error is not higher than 100 m, with a further reduction to approx. 70 m for a higher speed of military planes. This demonstrates the good location performance of the proposed method for the WAM system using the asynchronous method with only five ground-based sensors. The RMS error for the synchronous method is about 10 m.
ATDOA measurement experiment
In this section, we present the results of the experiments carried out using the installation of an experimental synchronous WAM system located in the vicinity of one of the Polish airports (Fig. 9) . Four measurement nodes were placed (red triangles) around the runway in the area of the aerodrome. The tracked aircraft was moving along the taxiways at the airport (the 2D case), and during that movement, several tens of ADS-B (automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast) messages were being recorded and processed by the WAM receivers giving reference ("true") coordinates of the aircraft presented in Fig. 9 (the black rhombus). The geographical coordinates are given in the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) system. Each measurement node was synchronized using a simple GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver with a short-term clock stability at level ε τ = 10 . In order to analyze the work of the asynchronous solution, the ATDOA algorithms presented in this paper were used to process the data from the synchronous WAM receivers marked with the GPS timestamps. Unfortunately, the analyses indicated that the stability of 10 −7 was insufficient for the ATDOA method. In order to estimate the efficiency of the proposed method, the measurements' data were re-processed using the measurement noise models for the stability of 10 −8 and 10 −9 (the gray circle) [31] . The CDF of absolute position errors was calculated (Fig. 10) for the considered scenario. The results obtained through the asynchronous method were compared with the synchronous ones. The ATDOA equations for the considered two-dimensional case of the taxiing aircraft were solved using the genetic algorithm described in Section 3.2. As we would expect, the synchronous solution gives better results compared with the asynchronous one. For example, the aircraft is located within 15 m in about 80% of the time by using the TDOA method and in 74% of the time through the ATDOA method for ε τ = 10 −9 and in 58% of the time for ε τ = 10 −8 . The paper presents a new position estimation method called ATDOA, based on the virtual distance differences between the reference nodes and several positions of the mobile object (more than two), which is dedicated to asynchronous wireless networks, especially for the application in the WAM system. In order to estimate the position of objects, the new method requires at least one more reference node than the synchronous solutions. Simulation studies of the new method in the 3D test environments were conducted providing satisfactory results every time. For example, the aircraft is located within 100 m in about 96% of the time by using the ATDOA method for the genetic algorithm and for the distance measurement error ε = 10 m.
This method can be used on its own or to complement the typical position estimation algorithms in synchronous systems in the case of the node synchronization failure. The disadvantage of this method resulting from the iterative algorithm or the genetic algorithm is the fact that it does not always lead to the best solution due to the possibility of convergence to the incorrect local minimum of the target function. However, studies show that it happens relatively rarely and can be detected by, e.g., tracking the position estimates by using the consecutive measurements. Fig. 10 The CDFs of the absolute position error for the proposed ATDOA method compared with the TDOA method using genetic algorithms during the experiment
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